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STELLA PURSE featured in Multicolor Ice

Kao Pao Shu Spring/Summer 2015 Women’s bag collection introduces a variety 
of classic and signature silhouettes in an extensive color palette that ranges from 
solids to vibrant patterns. The unique construction technique of building a three-
dimensional form from strips of webbing and ribbons, together with the variety 
of shapes and colors, suits endless uses and personalities. 
The collection offers 12 different shapes in 15 color combinations, taking 
each shape from basic to bold to unexpected, and strikes a balance between 
practicality and flair for design and style lovers.

Photo Marco Schillaci, Model Sarah Deanna, @Kao Pao Shu Studio, Santa Monica, CA
Dresses by Kao Pao Shu, Jewelry by Monica Castiglioni, Natsuko Toyofuku, Oblik Atelier



STELLA CLUTCH is striking with its streamlined form and its contrast full-length strap. The hand slips between the 
strap and the clutch for easy and graceful handheld carrying. With enough space for the basics, the Stella Clutch 
makes for a simplified, but sophisticated accessory.

Featured in Polka Dot Black, Multicolor Ocean, Multicolor Night and Multicolor Sunset



LUNA HOBO has structure with a graceful twist. The curved body of the bag has lots of room for belongings and 
contains an inner pocket. It has two straps that can rest on one shoulder or can be crisscrossed and divided onto 
each shoulder like a backpack. Not the most straightforward bag, but plenty of intrigue.

Featured in Multicolor Night



JUNO BACKPACK is so easy and yet so beautiful. The Juno provides the convenience of a backpack without 
inhibiting style. The basic essentials and a few bulkier items will neatly fit into the single compartment, with smaller 
belongings organized in the inner pocket. 

Featured in Blood Orange and Multicolor Ice



FOXI PURSE has a quirky exterior shape. The interior space is squared and straightforward. The thin strap is 
adjustable from the interior for shoulder or cross-body wear. This bag is spacious enough to hold all the essentials 
and surprising enough to keep people guessing. 

Featured in Old Gold Stripe and Multicolor Ice



CHARLIE MEDIUM has an intriguing shape and striking color options along with the attention to details in 
its conception and construction, which are eye-catching at a moment’s glance. With its inner pocket and an 
adjustable strap for shoulder or cross-body wear, the Charlie Medium is stylish and alluringly practical.

Featured in Multicolor Night and Blood Orange



STELLA TOTE LIGHT is flat, lightweight, and roomy. The bag has two shoulder straps, and open top and an 
interior pocket. The bag itself folds into an included wristlet pouch.

Featured in Desert Stripe and Turquoise Stripe



STELLA PURSE is the essence of minimalism and sophistication. The streamlined purse comfortably holds the 
most basic essentials. The thin strap is adjustable from the interior and fully removable for use as a handheld or 
underarm clutch.

Featured in Pearl



The carry-all PAULA BAG does not sacrifice style for size. The Paula is intriguing with its asymmetrical shape, 
and convenient for whatever the day or night may bring. With handles and an adjustable strap for cross-body or 
shoulder wear, this bag is versatile enough for travel or other on-the-go needs.

Featured in Sea Mist Stripe and Multicolor Ice



CHARLIE CLUTCH is a fail-proof way to accessorize any formal or stylish outfit with flare. Its geometric shape 
appears both adventurous and graceful clasped in-hand or tucked under the arm.

Featured in Blood Orange, Sea Mist Stripe, Golden Yellow, and Dress Blue



CHARLIE MEDIUM has an intriguing shape and striking color options along with the attention to details in 
its conception and construction, which are eye-catching at a moment’s glance. With its inner pocket and an 
adjustable strap for shoulder or cross-body wear, the Charlie Medium is stylish and alluringly practical.

Featured in Multicolor Sunset and Sea Mist Stripe



The all-purpose SYLVIA BAG has a quirky shape, but still maintains all the convenience and size needed in a 
satchel. This angular, chic bag, with its adjustable strap for shoulder or cross-body wear, is versatile enough for 
whatever the day may bring.

Featured in Multicolor Ice and Rose Stripe



STELLA TOTE exceeds basic tote bag uses with style and presence. It is flat, square-shaped, zippered and roomy. 
The bag has two shoulder straps and contains an interior pocket to keep the little things accessible.

Featured in Multicolor Night and Grey Stripe



CHARLIE BACKPACK is equal parts fashion and function for practical use without compromising a unique sense of 
style. This bag has a top handle, adjustable shoulder straps, and includes an inner removable mini-pouch.

Featured in Multicolor Ocean



CHARLIE SMALL’s compact, unexpected shape and bold color options are sure to turn heads. The effortlessly 
stylish Charlie Small has an inner pocket and an adjustable shoulder strap for shoulder or cross-body wear. The 
bag conforms to the wearer’s curves and is the perfect size for carrying the basic daily essentials.

Featured in Multicolor Ocean and Multicolor Ice



LUNA HOBO has structure with a graceful twist. The curved body of the bag has lots of room for belongings and 
contains an inner pocket. It has two straps that can rest on one shoulder or can be crisscrossed and divided onto 
each shoulder like a backpack. Not the most straightforward bag, but plenty of intrigue.

Featured in Pearl and Multicolor Ice



The carry-all PAULA BAG does not sacrifice style for size. The Paula is intriguing with its asymmetrical shape, 
and convenient for whatever the day or night may bring. With handles and an adjustable strap for cross-body or 
shoulder wear, this bag is versatile enough for travel or other on-the-go needs.

Featured in Multicolor Sunset and Multicolor Night
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